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FROM THE PRESIDENT

A. Charles Dell’Ario

With Judges’ Night on our minds,

I had occasion to think about why we
give our Trial Judge of the Year awards.
To me the answer seemed obvious — to
honor those judges from Alameda and
Contra Costa who exemplify the qualities we as trial lawyers want to see in a
bench officer. We respect those
judges who are fair, impartial, and
knowledgeable in the law, and
hard-working.
But others may see ulterior
motives. I was surprised to receive
a call from a reporter recently for
the Los Angeles Daily Journal. He
wondered if we’d considered
whether there was an ethical issue.
Could people perceive our giving
awards as improperly trying to
influence judges to rule in our favor?
Apparently so. It seems that Michael
Alder of AlderLaw, as vice president of
the Consumer Attorneys Association of
Los Angeles, recently presented its
judge-of-the-year award to Judge Mark
Mooney when Alder had a case pending
on the judge’s docket. Defense counsel
moved to disqualify the judge on the
grounds that Mooney never informed

him of the CAALA award. When the
judge denied the motion, counsel filed
a writ petition challenging the ruling
with the 2nd District Court of Appeal.
Grant A. Nigolian wrote in court
papers that he first learned of the award
by surfing CAALA’s website two days

to his article, “Getting an award from
an advocacy organization on the plaintiffs
or defense side just looks bad,” said
Gregory L. Ogden, a professor at Pepperdine University School of Law.
“There’s no proof of actual bias, but
there’s an appearance that just doesn’t
look good. The failure to disclose
makes things look even worse.”
The Court of Appeal wasn’t too
bothered. It denied Nigolian’s writ
three days after it was filed before
any opposition was filed.
Lawyers need to stand up to these
bogus charges. As I was quoted in
the Daily Journal, it is offensive to
insinuate an attorney would try to
curry favor with a judge by giving
the bench officer an award. Judges
need to stand up, too. Our award is given
and received with honor and respect and
will continue to be so.

It is offensive to insinuate
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an attorney would try to
curry favor with a judge
by giving the bench
officer an award.

before the case was set to go to trial.
Mooney denied Nigolian’s subsequent
attempt for a disqualification hearing
as being untimely and without merit.
Defense sour grapes? Probably. No
rule of judicial or attorney conduct
precludes such an award. But the Daily
Journal reporter who spoke to me
thought the issue needed airing. And
he had support for his view. According

— Chuck Dell’Ario graduated from Stanford
and Hastings, where he founded the Hastings
Constitutional Law Quarterly. He’s practiced
law in Oakland since 1974 and has been a
certified appellate specialist since 1997. His
resume includes million-dollar jury verdicts.
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ACCTLA’s
Mentoring Program

Editors’ Corner

Take advantage of ACCTLA’s Mentoring
Program to improve the quality of litigation
in our courts. Attorneys who call will be
referred to a mentor attorney for a free
consultation. The mentor will not prepare
your case but will assist you in your
approach to the case.
This program is not just for newer attorneys, but also is available for seasoned
practitioners who run into problems or
simply want to bounce ideas off another
seasoned practitioner. The mentors —
who are all ACCTLA members — have
varied degrees of experience in varied
areas of the law, and can address your
concerns regarding Motions in Limine, jury
selection, problems that arise during trial
or issues relating to proposed instructions,
or questions involving any of the earlier
stages of litigation.
For further information,
please contact:
Patricia A. Parson
ACCTLA Executive Director
(510) 538-8286
triallawyersacc@aol.com

The Editorial Committee
is Looking for YOU!

p

Are you funny? witty? The legal
equivalent to Will Durst or Stephen
Cobert? If so . . . The Verdict wants
you for a new segment adding humor
to the magazine through funny, witty
commentary on current legal issues.
Contact Pat Parson at 510.538-8286
or triallawyersacc@aol.com.
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With this New Year’s edition of the The Verdict, the editors would like to wish one and
all peace and harmony in 2012. Therefore, we present articles on Alternative Dispute
Resolution. Richard Phelps writes about strategic use of ADR and provides insights as
a mediator/arbitrator. Jay Chafetz discusses Kaiser arbitration procedures and provides
insights gleaned from his experience in the system. In “Just the Basics” — where younger
lawyers write on the basics — Mahsa Gholami provides the anatomy of demand letters.
The editors would like to acknowledge: Nancy Young, print editor extraordinaire;
Kathleen Balamuth, keen eye for the cover kind; and Oasii Lucero, photojournalist
watching your every move. Many thanks for their time and dedication in helping
publish this magazine.
We would also like to take this time to extend our thanks and appreciation to all
the authors over the last two years for stepping up to write articles. Without their
willingness to take time out of their busy schedules to share their insights with the rest
of the membership, there would be no magazine. With that last note, we sign off as
your editors. Best wishes to all.
If you are interested in authoring an article for an upcoming edition, please contact
Pat Parson at triallawyersacc@aol.com.
				Sincerely,
				
Your 2011 publications committee
Editor-in-Chief Suizi Lin
represents the injured
party in a myriad of
personal injury claims.
The principal of the Law
Offices of Suizi Lin, she is
also an independent contractor to Bay Area
personal injury law firms.

Managing Editor Rica
Cruz Santo is an associate at the firm of
Kathleen K. Reeves &
Associates. Her practice
includes all aspects of
divorce and legal separation, child custody,
support and visitation.

Publications committee member Jay Chafetz represents the injured
party in personal injury, medical malpractice, wrongful death, elder
abuse/neglect, child sexual abuse, product liability, miscellaneous
torts, and contested will or trust matters. The Law Offices of Jay
Chafetz is located in Walnut Creek.
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May
Fast Track
Rest in Peace

ADR

Rescue?

The undemocratic one third
plus one rule that has made raising

taxes impossible in California has finally
landed on our courts, with both feet.
Massive budget cuts are the courts new
challenge.
In some counties all Commissioners
have been laid off. Many court rooms are
dark, motions are scheduled four to six
months out and filing times and places
have been restricted in Alameda County
Superior Court. BYOCR is now the rule:
bring your own court reporter.
Trials seem to be getting out at the
same rate as prior to the budget cuts.
However, the full impact of the cuts has
yet to hit us and there is likely to be more
cuts next year if state revenue doesn’t
increase. More cuts are predicted as
reserves are exhausted. Are we heading
back to the three to four-plus years to get
a case to trial that Fast Track was designed
to fix? Only time will tell.
Given this scenario strategic use of
ADR will be very important. Having been
an active ADR practitioner for the last 16
years, I was asked to share some thoughts
on the subject.
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to the

Judicial Arbitration
I stopped doing this type of arbitration
some years ago when it became apparent
that I was putting more time and thought
into the arbitration than either side. Perhaps that will change, but in my experience
many people play the system for discovery
or to wear out or discourage your client,
and it seldom settles cases.
Binding Arbitration
This is a good option if you handle it right,
and your case will be resolved. First, get
them to stipulate to binding arbitration.
Depending on your case a non-disclosed
high low may be appropriate. There are
tactical decisions involved here that are
too lengthy for this article. Second, you
need a fair arbitrator which you seldom
find on the lists sent to you by the defense.
It’s an adversarial system so why should
you expect them to not want someone
favorable to them? If you can’t get them
to agree to someone acceptable to you,
you can ask the court to select one from
three to five names submitted by each
side. Be sure to submit people with good
reputations and not hard-core advocates.

by Richard Phelps

Again, there are tactical decisions depending upon the judge.
If you can, choose an arbitrator who
will let the parties decide on which rules
to use for evidence, etc. This allows you
to have some say in how and what evidence
is admitted, and can increase your client’s
net recovery if you can use experts’ reports,
if appropriate for your case. This is often
cost effective in small and medium-sized
cases. You have to balance the need and
effectiveness with the net result for your
client.
Prepare your presentation with the
knowledge and experience of the arbitrator in mind. If you treat it like a jury trial
and repeat some things that you want to
make jurors understand that take some
repetition, you may put your arbitrator to
sleep. Get all the evidence submitted in
good form and focus on the important
issues: reasonable treatment, causation etc.
I have had counsel spend 20 minutes
describing in minute detail the facts of a
rear-end collision when the defense stipulated to liability and the only real question
to be adjudicated was the nature and
extent of the role of pre-existing conditions
Winter 2011/2012

in the determination of damages. You do
not want to fill your arbitrator’s mind
with irrelevant facts. A focused presen
tation will make it easier for the arbitrator
to understand your arguments and may
give you more credibility than a shotgun
approach. It is human nature to pay more
attention to a focused presentation than
a scattered one. So briefly cover the issues
that must be covered, like foundation etc.,
and focus on the ones that you need to
win to obtain a just award for your client.
Be prepared to brief any sticky issues like
Howell’s impact on your meds. And always
get your client to sign off on the use of
arbitration to resolve the case.
Mediation
When all parties come in good faith to
resolve a case, it is a most productive
process. If either side has unreal expectations it can be a waste of time and money.
I think it is always smart to try to negotiate before the mediation to see if the other
side is being realistic. And this means that
you must be realistic.
Here are some basics for those relatively
new to mediation or those who haven’t
done many — or maybe never given it
much thought. You must be prepared.
On any case above the local office authority ($50k-$100k, depending upon the
company), be sure to get a full package
to them two to three weeks before the
mediation. It takes time for the insurance
company to review large claims. Know
your case as if you were going to be presenting it to a judge or jury. The adjuster
is evaluating you as well as your client and
the claim. If you seem unprepared, you
won’t get their top offer.
Have your client prepared to talk about
how the injuries have affected his/her life.
This will likely be the only time that the
adjuster will get a chance to see the human
The Verdict

being — the person previously known to
them only as a name and claim number
on medical records and defense attorney
reports. I have seen case value vastly
improve based on the client’s interaction
at mediation. However, all clients can’t
do this. Do what is best for your situation.
This brings up a split in the litigation
world on joint session or not. This is
another place where your judgment is
necessary. If you have a client who presents
well, show them off. You want the adjuster
to see who will be on the stand if you go
to trial. Also if you have a client with
unreal expectations, who won’t listen to
you, it might be helpful to let them hear
an opening statement by the defense
attorney. For those clients who need to
have “their day in court” a joint session
helps fill that bill. None of this is black
and white; it all depends on your case,
your client, the insurance company and
the defense attorney. Some mediators
won’t do joint sessions. If you think a joint
session to start the mediation will help
your case, be sure to pick a mediator who
will give you that option.
If you understand mediation as just
another competition — perhaps like a
football game — you can pass, run, do a
double reverse, punt, kick field goals, and
various types of each on offense. You have
to pick the plays that best suit your situation. There is no one size fits all. These
decisions are why you are on the case. If
you are not sure discuss it with your more
experienced colleagues. I have seen many
plaintiffs’ attorneys come to mediation
unprepared and with no “game plan,” and
then wonder why they didn’t get an
acceptable offer. Insurance companies
decide case value based on their “exposure”
and your ability to present a case, as well
as your client’s credibility, are real factors
in the “exposure” equation.

There are two things you can need to
get out of every mediation if you can’t get
the settlement you need. First, find out
the reasons for their position. Knowing
why they think your case is weak will help
you move forward. Second, work the
process and find out what their best offer
is on that day. When you put their reasons
next to their top offer you might realize
that it’s time to settle and trial may not
be financially productive. This information
may also help you decide on a CCP 998
or help you improve your case and negotiate better in the next round or at the
MSC.
Avoid mediators who will continue a
doomed process on life support to run up
their hours. My philosophy is to keep
going as long as there is progress and
when it becomes clear that it is not going
anywhere check it out and call it as needed.
Mediation is like a blind date — if it is
progressing well, great. If it isn’t, it is time
to move on.
Like any other human competition the
more thought and preparation you put
into it the better your outcome. As a
mediator or arbitrator I really enjoy and
appreciate counsel who are prepared and
thoughtful. Good lawyering is a beautiful
thing to observe, in any arena. u
— After 30 years of tort
litigation and trial practice,
Richard Phelps is now pri
marily a mediator/arbitrator.
He has completed roughly
2000 mediations and over
100 binding arbitrations.
He is a many-year participant on both ACSC and CCCSC mediation
panels. He also accepts neutral evaluation and
discovery referee assignments. You can contact
him at phelpsmediation@ aol.com.
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ACCTLA’s Annual

~ Fall Cocktail Reception ~
Jim Yu, Steve Kazan and Ian Rivamonte

Alameda County Trial Judge of the Year, Hon. Frank Roesch,
with Judges Carol Brosnahan and Stuart Hing
Deborah Ashley and Toni Carson

David McClain and Hon. Joseph Carson (ret.)

2011 ACCTLA President Chuck Dell’Ario
and incoming President Lyle Cavin

Judge Gail Bereola and Paul Rein

Judge Jo-Lynne Lee,
Rick Baskin and
Judge Victoria Kolakowski

To view other pictures from this event, or to order any pictures,
please go to http://www.shutterfly.com/pro/oasiiphotos/2009
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ACCTLA ALAMEDA-CONTRA COSTA TRIAL LAWYERS’ ASSOCIATION
BENEFI T S    O F    M EM B E RS H I P

Become a sustaining member and reap the benefits! They include free
admission to Judges’ Night and the What’s New in Tort & Trial seminar.
See page 2 for the tear-out Year 2012 Dues Notice.
u

Become a mentor or use ACCTLA’s mentoring program.
Both will help you become a better lawyer.
u

Publish your firm’s recent news or successes in The Verdict.
u

Membership also entitles you access to ACCTLA’s
web listing of all the members of our organization.
u

Benefit from the experience and advice of other members
by participating in the LISTSERV!

For further information on any of the above, please contact:
Pat Parson, ACCTLA Executive Director
(510) 538-8286 • triallawyersacc@aol.com
Please visit our website . . .
www.acctla.org
It is now up and running. Visit often!
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Kaiser Arbitration
by Jay Chafetz

Kaiser requires all claims for medical
malpractice against it to be resolved by
binding arbitration rather than through
jury trials. This well-established requirement has been upheld by the courts. See
Madden v. Kaiser Foundation Hospitals (1976)
17 Cal.3d 699, 705-706; Engalla v. Permanente (1997) 15 Cal. 4th 951; 938 P.2d
903; 64 Cal. Rptr. 2d 84.
Pursuant to this requirement, any claim
against Kaiser arising out of the rendering
of professional services must be arbitrated,
regardless of how it is denominated. In
addition, claims against various subcontractors of Kaiser must also be arbitrated.
The arbitration clause is enforceable
against the member who signed it, the
member whose employer furnished the
insurance, and the spouse and children of
the member. See Madden, supra, 17 Cal.3d
at 705-706 (Board of Administration of
the State Employees Retirement System
held to have implied authority to agree
to arbitration of medical malpractice
claims on behalf of state employees; thus,
the arbitration agreement could be enforced
against an enrolled employee who had
never seen it in advance); Doyle v. Giuliucci
(1965) 62 Cal.2d 606, 43 Cal.Rptr. 697
(parent has authority on behalf of child
to agree that claims for medical malpractice be arbitrated).
Claims that must be arbitrated include
not just those for negligence, but also
for battery, wrongful death, and loss of
consortium.
12

System

To whom does the arbitration
clause apply?

The arbitration clause applies to all Kaiser
members. As noted above, members are
often unaware of the arbitration clause.
The insurance may have been provided
by an employer and the member may not
have personally signed an arbitration
agreement. Certainly, the member’s children and heirs will not have signed it.
None of this matters. (See cases cited above
and Ruiz v. Podolsky (2010) 50 Cal.4th 838,
851-852; but see Rodriguez v. Sup. Ct. (2009)
176 Cal.App.4th 1461, 98 Cal.Rptr.3d
728 (arbitration agreement governed by
C.C.P. §1295 could not be enforced against
child, who was wrongful death claimant
after death of her mother, when the death
occurred before the 30-day revocation
period under C.C.P. §1295 (c) had passed.)
The clause applies so long as it is in the
proper form.
What is the proper form
for the arbitration clause?

The form that the clause must take is
specified by Health and Safety Code
§363.1. The clause must:
“(a) . . . clearly state whether the plan uses
binding arbitration to settle disputes,
including specifically whether the plan
uses binding arbitration to settle claims
of medical malpractice.
(b) . . . appear as a separate article in the
agreement issued to the employer group

or individual subscriber and . . . be prominently displayed on the enrollment form
signed by each subscriber or enrollee.
(c) . . . clearly state whether the subscriber
or enrollee is waiving his or her right to
a jury trial for medical malpractice, other
disputes relating to the delivery of service
under the plan, or both, and . . . be substantially expressed in the wording provided in subdivision (a) of §1295 of the
Code of Civil Procedure.
(d) In any contract or enrollment agreement for a health care service plan . . . be
displayed immediately before the signature line provided for the representative
of the group contracting with a health
care service plan and immediately before
the signature line provided for the individual enrolling in the health care service
plan.” H & SC §1363.1.
If you are in contact with Kaiser’s
attorneys before filing suit or demanding
arbitration, request a copy of the enrollment form and arbitration clause and
compare it to the statute for compliance.
If the statutory requirements are not met,
it may be possible to avoid the arbitration
clause. Burks v. Kaiser Foundation Health
Plan, Inc. (2008) 160 Cal.App.4th 1021,
1029. Some attorneys who practice in this
field, however, try to argue that the arbitration clause is invalid not because they
really wish to try a medical malpractice
claim in front of a jury (juries tend to favor
Winter 2011/2012

health-care providers over patients), but
simply to serve as a bargaining chip in
order to negotiate for selection of an
arbitrator more likely to rule in favor of
a plaintiff.
How do you start a Kaiser arbitration?

A patient starts a Kaiser arbitration by
serving a Demand for Arbitration on
Kaiser, along with a $150 filing fee (made
payable to “Arbitration Account.”) The
rules governing Kaiser arbitrations (most
recently amended as of April 1, 2011)
permit waiver of the filing fee under
specified conditions. (Rule 12.b. of the
Rules of Kaiser Permanente Member
Arbitrations (hereinafter all citations to
these rules will simply cite the number of
the rule or say the “Rules.”)) (The rules
may be downloaded from the website of
the Office of Independent Administration.) (Rule 12.b.)
No particular form is required for the
Demand for Arbitration, but it must contain
this information: “the basis of the claim
against the Respondent(s); the amount of
damages the Claimant(s) seeks in the Arbitration; the name, address and telephone
number of the Claimant(s) and their attorney, if any; and the name of all Respon
dent(s).” (Rule 7.) Further, “Claimant(s)
shall include all claims against Respondent(s)
that are based on the same incident, transaction, or related circumstances in the
Demand for Arbitration.” (Rule 7.)
The Demand for Arbitration will serve
as the outline of the case for purposes of
subsequent motions for summary judgment or in determining the relevance or
admissibility of evidence at the arbitration
hearing.
Whom should I name as respondents?

In Northern California, the Kaiser health
system is organized into three entities:
The Verdict

the insurance company (Kaiser Foundation
Health Plan, Inc.), the hospital system
(Kaiser Foundation Hospitals), and the
medical group (The Permanente Medical
Group, Inc.). Outside of the Kaiser system,
this would be analogous to, for example,
Blue Cross, Alta Bates Summit Medical
Center, and the particular doctor who
provided care at the hospital.
While I typically name all three entities, it would be a rare case in which the
health plan would actually be individually
legally liable for anything.
It is not necessary to name individual
doctors or hospital employees. Kaiser will
provide defense and indemnity for them.
How do I serve the
Demand for Arbitration?

In Northern California, the Demand for
Arbitration may be served on Kaiser
Foundation Health Plan, Inc., Kaiser
Foundation Hospitals, or The Permanente
Medical Group, Inc., by mailing it to the
respondents in care of Kaiser Foundation
Health Plan, Inc., Legal Department,
1950 Franklin Street, 17th floor, Oakland,
CA 94612. Any other Respondents must
the served in accordance with the Code
of Civil Procedure. (Rule 8.) A document
that must be served on the Office of
Independent Administrator, may be
mailed to 3580 Wilshire Blvd., Suite 2020,
Los Angeles, CA 90010, faxed to (213)
637-8658, or sent by e-mail to oia@oiakaiser-arb.com. (Rule 9.)
How many arbitrators should I use?

If the Demand for Arbitration seeks damages of $200,000 or less, the dispute is
heard and determined by a single neutral
arbitrator, unless the parties otherwise
agree in writing that the arbitration shall
be heard by two Party Arbitrators and a
neutral arbitrator. (Rule 14.)

If the Demand for Arbitration seeks
damages in excess of $200,000, the dispute
is heard by one neutral arbitrator and two
Party Arbitrators. But the parties may waive
the right to a Party Arbitrator by returning
a form so indicating. (Rule 14.b.)
The default rule is that each party pays
one half of the cost of the single neutral
arbitrator and the full cost of that party’s
Party Arbitrator. Kaiser will pay the full
cost of the neutral arbitrator, however, if
the claimant agrees to waive any potential
objection arising out of such payment and
signs and returns a Waiver of Objection
form. (Rule 15.a.) Because the cost of the
single neutral arbitrator is not a recoverable cost (C.C.P. §1284.2; Rule 46; see
Woodard v. Southern California Permanente
Medical Group (1985) 171 Cal.App.3d 656,
663, 217 Cal.Rptr. 514), many attorneys
will waive the objection. Similarly threearbitrator arbitrations are quite expensive,
and attorneys commonly waive them for
the same reason.
How are arbitrators selected?

Within three business days after it has
received both the Demand for Arbitration
and the filing fee (or it has waived the
filing fee), the Independent Administrator
simultaneously sends to each party an
identical list of twelve possible arbitrators,
along with the application forms submitted by those arbitrators to serve on the
panel and redacted awards that the arbitrators have made in previous Kaiser
arbitrations. (Rule 16.a.)
This can be a rather large and intimidating package. Nothing is more important in a Kaiser arbitration, however, than
picking an arbitrator who is at least open
to making an award in favor of a claimant
in an appropriate case, so go through the
materials carefully. If possible, make sure
any arbitrator you are considering has 
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found for a claimant at least once. Discuss
the names of potential arbitrators with
coworkers, office mates, or other plaintiff’s
attorneys on the list serves to find out
other people’s experiences and impressions
of the arbitrators.
Unless an extension of time has been
granted, each of the parties must respond
to the list within 20 days from the date
that the Independent Administrator sends
it. (Rule 16.c.) The parties may jointly
agree to use a person on the list or some
other person, or to use a rank-and-strike
process. In the latter process, each party
strikes up to four names off the list and
ranks the rest in order, “1” being the most
preferred and “8” the least. (Rule 16.a.)
The Independent Administrator then
selects as arbitrator the person with the
lowest combined score whose name has not
been stricken by either party. (Rule 16.e.)
How much may I sue for?

Kaiser arbitrations are subject to the usual
substantive rules of law that govern actions
for professional negligence, including
MICRA, which limits the recovery of
non-economic damages in such cases to
$250,000. C.C. §3333.2.
If you are in doubt about whether your
case is worth less than or more than
$200,000 but do not want to pay for a
Party Arbitrator, always demand more
than $200,000, and then waive the Party
Arbitrator.
What happens after the
arbitrator is appointed?

After he or she is appointed, the arbitrator schedules an Arbitration Management
Conference within sixty days. (Rule 25.a.)
This conference is usually held telephonically. In it, the arbitrator and the parties
will discuss the case, what discovery needs
to be done, how many days should be
14

reserved for the arbitration, and when it
will occur. The default rule, which was
apparently adopted in response to an abuse
that resulted in a reported case, Engalla
v. Permanente, supra, 5 Cal. 4th 951; 938
P.2d 903; 64 Cal. Rptr. 2d 84, is that the
arbitration must be concluded within 18
months of the date that the Independent
Administrator receives the Demand for
Arbitration. (Rule 24.a.) Provisions exist
for obtaining more time in complex cases.
(See Rule 24.b-c.) Scheduling will often
be done as in a federal, as opposed to a
state court case, with the arbitrator setting
dates for the completion of lay discovery,
disclosure of experts, and completion of
expert discovery.
When does discovery commence?

Defense attorneys in these cases routinely
and reflexively send out discovery as soon
as they learn of the case. The rules for
Kaiser arbitrations, however, provide that
no discovery may be served, over objection,
before appointment of the arbitrator. (Rule
27.a.) Thus, you can object to discovery
served before that and try to make sure
that the parties will be exchanging initial
information roughly simultaneously instead
of providing information to the defense
first and obtaining information from the
defense later.
Discovery is conducted in accordance
with the Code of Civil Procedure. In addition, Rule 27.c provides that Kaiser shall
provide a copy of the medical records, at
the claimant’s expense, within 30 days of
a request for the same.
Litigating the case up until
the arbitration hearing

Once discovery commences, the case
unfolds the same way it would in court
and is subject to the same rules of pro
cedure as in the Code Civil Procedure,

absent other agreement by counsel or
other order by the arbitrator. The attorneys
may issue subpoenas to compel the attendance of witnesses at the arbitration hearing. (Rule 30.)
If problems arise during discovery,
motions may be filed directly with the
arbitrator. Also, some arbitrators will
entertain more informal discovery resolution procedures, including telephone calls
during depositions, or telephone conferences to discuss discovery issues short of
the filing of formal motions. Once in a
case when discovery totally broke down,
I discussed the possibility of the arbitrator’s appointing a discovery referee, on
the assumption that Kaiser would have
to pay for the referee just as it was paying
the entire cost of the single, neutral arbitrator. While the arbitrator never got so
far as entering such an order, the mere
threat of this order seemed to expedite
discovery from that point forward.
Settling Kaiser arbitrations

A Kaiser arbitration may be settled like
any other case — at any time during the
proceedings. The rules for Kaiser arbitrations require there to be a “mandatory
settlement meeting” no later than six
months after the Arbitration Management
Conference. (Rule 26.a.) The “meeting”
may take the form of a telephone call.
Persons with authority to settle do not have
to attend, but in that event the attorneys
must have the authority to settle, or the
parties must be available to participate
by telephone. (Id.)
I have always found this “meeting,”
which usually ends up being a telephone
call between the attorneys, to be unproductive. The attorney for the defense will
usually call, or even have a low-level
associate call, and assure me that while
he has the authority to settle the case,
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the authority he has been given is zero.
Some defense counsel have told me
that Kaiser pays its attorneys on basically
a flat-rate basis and therefore that defense
counsel has no incentive to prolong unduly
a meritorious case. Nevertheless, in my
experience early settlements with Kaiser
result only where Kaiser itself has determined that liability is clear, or Kaiser
knows from experience that the plaintiff’s
attorney who has brought the case is
experienced and determined.
Do not expect Kaiser to throw money
at you early in your first case, unless lia
bility is very clear.

When the parties have rested, the
arbitrator declares the haring closed. (Rule
31.a.) The arbitrator may request posthearing briefs. The date for submission of
such briefs must be not more than 15 days
after the parties have rested. (Rule (31.b.)
If post-hearing briefs are requested, the
arbitration hearing is deemed closed on
the date set for the submission of the
briefs. (Id.) The arbitrator shall serve the
award no later than 30 business days after
the closing of the arbitration hearing,
except in Extraordinary and Complex cases.
(Rule 37.)
Costs

Arbitrating the case

The arbitrator has discretion to decide
how to run the arbitration hearing. An
arbitrator does not technically even have
to follow California law. Woodard, supra,
171 Cal.App.3d at 662.
Typically the arbitration hearing will
be conducted like a court trial would.
Motions for summary judgment are often
brought in cases involving in pro per
plaintiffs. Such plaintiffs usually do not
know how to oppose the motion, do not
have an expert, or do not know how to
submit the expert’s testimony in the form
of a declaration.

—

WANTED —
Conservatorships
think

Matt Toth

Ordinary costs are not recoverable. C.C.P.
§1284.2. Unless Kaiser is paying all of
the costs of the neutral arbitrator, each
party will bear one half of that cost regardless of the outcome. Id. Costs of expert
witnesses may be awarded under C.C.P.
§998. See 1997 amendments to C.C.P.
§998, e.g., C.C.P. §998 (b).
Conclusion

While the initial reaction of a plaintiff’s
attorney may be to be uncomfortable with
a binding Kaiser arbitration as a method
for resolving a medical malpractice case
on the theory that it is inferior to a jury

trial, this reaction may not be deserved.
A judge may be more forgiving of an
imperfect plaintiff than a jury would, an
arbitration hearing is usually shorter than
a jury trial and can be more conveniently
scheduled, and arbitration will typically
be concluded within a reasonable timeframe. The cost of the neutral arbitrator
can be avoided by shifting the obligation
to pay him to Kaiser. If there is built-in
bias in favor of Kaiser on the part of the
arbitrators on the panel because they get
repeat business from Kaiser, it can be
minimized by making sure to select an
arbitrator who has a track record of at
least occasional awards against Kaiser.
Further, Kaiser does not force every
case to hearing just because it is freed from
the prospect of a jury trial. Kaiser will still
resolve meritorious cases before the arbitration hearing. By effective use of the
Rules, claimants can receive reasonably
prompt and substantial justice under
the system, even if arbitration awards
in favor of claimants may be somewhat
lower, in general, than the verdict of an
angry jury. u

— Jay Chafetz, of The Law Offices of Jay
Chafetz, practices in Walnut Creek. Copyright
2011 Jay Chafetz.
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Just the Basics
By Mahsa Gholami

Anatomy of a Demand Letter
Although it is impossible to discuss the
basics of a demand letter in under one
page, I hope to provide some of the basics
for new attorneys. A solid demand letter
is a great way to resolve a personal injury
case. A demand letter can save you both
time and money. It also gives you more
control over the case since you decide what
records the insurance carrier reviews.
Offers to compromise a claim, as well
as conduct and statements occurring in
the course of negotiations for the settlement of a claim, are inadmissible to prove
either the validity or invalidity of the
claim. The exclusion of such evidence is
based on the public policy in favor of the
settlement of disputes without litigation.
(CA Evidence Code §1152; People v. Crow
(1994, Cal App 4th Dist) 28 Cal App 4th
440; Moving Picture Etc. Union v. Glasgow
Theaters, Inc. (1970) 6 Cal. App. 3d 395.)
How do I get started?

Before starting the demand letter, get
organized. Make sure you have all evi
dentiary documents, including medical
records, bills, wage loss information,
16

photographs, and the Traffic Collision
Report. Once you have reviewed all of
these documents carefully, you can start
the letter.
What’s included in the demand letter?

Insurance adjusters read thousands of
demand letters, so it is important that
your letter grabs their attention and makes
them see your client as something more
than just another claim. Everyone’s format
is different, but here are some of the
important topics to include in your letter,
if applicable:

or break in medical treatment, if applicable. Attach the medical records and
bills, as well as photographs depicting
your client’s injuries.
3. Pain & Suffering. You want to describe

how this accident affected your client’s
life and what activities they were unable
to perform because of their injuries. (See
CACI 3902, 3905 and 3905A.)
4. Wage Loss & Loss of Earning Capacity.

You will need to attach documentation
proving this loss as well as approval from
a doctor for the time off.

1. Facts & Liability. Discuss relevant facts

5. Loss of Consortium. This includes the

and convince the carrier that liability is
clear in your case. Address any issue of
comparative fault. You should attach
evidence that supports your position,
including the Traffic Collision Report
and property damage photographs and
estimates.

loss of love, companionship, comfort, care,
assistance, protection, affection, society,
moral support, and enjoyment of sexual
relations. (See Rodriguez v. Bethlehem Steel
Corp. (1974) 12 Cal.3d 382, 408; and
Ledger v. Tippitt (1985) 164 Cal.App.3d
625, 633, disapproved of on other grounds
in Elden v. Sheldon (1988) 46 Cal.3d 267,
277; See also CACI 3920.)

2. Injuries & Medical Specials. Summarize

the important parts of your client’s
medical records and discuss how your
client is currently doing. Discuss any delay

6. Out of Pocket Expenses. Be sure to attach

proof of these expenses.
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7. Demand. Tell the carrier how much

money you want in order to settle the
claim. Coming up with this number can
be challenging. The amount will ultimately depend on the facts of the case,
your client’s injuries and medical treatment, and your client’s economic damages.
Economic damages are monetary losses
including medical expenses, loss of earnings, burial costs, loss of use of property,
costs of repair or replacement of property,
costs of obtaining substitute domestic
services, loss of employment and loss of
business or employment opportunities.
(See CACI 3902; see also Howell v. Hamilton Meats (2011) 257 P.3d 1130, CA
Supreme Court Case No. S179115.) Situations like the defendant being a drunk
driver and major property damage may
also add value to the case. Make sure to
give the carrier a deadline within which
to respond to your demand. If you are a
new attorney, you may want an experienced attorney to review your letter before
sending it.
Before submitting any demand letter,
you should make sure your client understands and agrees with the demand being
made. In addition, you want to do your
best to manage your client’s expectations.
Plaintiffs often think that their cases are
worth more than they are, so it is important to manage their expectations early
on. Unfortunately, not all cases can settle
with a demand letter. Sometimes, you
have no choice, but to litigate. However,
it is definitely worth the time and effort
to give the demand letter a shot.		
— Ms. Gholami represents plaintiffs in personal injury cases. She has been practicing
law since 2005 and has been an associate at
Bonjour, Thorman, Baray & Billingsley since
2008.
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MEMBER
news
ON THE MOVE
The Law Office of Alexander G. van Broek
has moved to 1999 Harrison Street, Suite
1350, Oakland, CA, 94612; vanbroeklaw.
com. The firm is emphasizing mediation,
representation of employees, in labor and
employment disputes.
Past President (1991) David Hicks is
enjoying his practice via a virtual office
closer to a freestone fly fishing stream
than a courthouse. In December he settled
a class action suit v. PayPal at JAMS in
San Francisco, and a multi-state real estate
development fraud case venued in Sutter
County. Current cases include a medical
trade libel case and an action that just
drew a 25-page very favorable decision
denying city council members’ demurrers
in an action alleging criminal violations
of the Brown Act and Political Reform
Act of 1974.
SETTLEMENT
Auto v. Pedestrian
Almeida v. Greenwaste Recovery, Inc.
Settlement: $720,000
Attorney: Marjorie J. Heinrich
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Mr. Almeida was working in his capacity
as an electrician on the shoulder of
Highway 13 in Santa Clara County when
a garbage truck drifted through a large
warning cone pattern and struck Mr.
Almeida causing him serious orthopedic
injuries. Mr. Almeida made a miraculous
recovery and was back to work within
months of the incident with only nominal
residuals. This matter settled pre-litigation
with Traveler’s.
Auto v. Tractor
Merced County
Settlement: 1,315,000
Attorney: Lew Van Blois
A 10-year-old girl was injured when the
automobile in which she was riding collided with a farming tractor pulling a
trailer filled with water on a two-lane rural
Los Banos road. The tractor driver traveling at 7 mph made a left-hand turn into
a field without looking for approaching
traffic at the same time the automobile
had started to pass. The tractor driver’s
employer claimed the young automobile
driver was speeding in excess of 65 mph

near an intersection and was primarily at
fault. She had a minimum insurance
policy of $15,000. The plaintiff suffered
lacerations of her large and small intestines, a left L2 pedicle transverse fracture,
and a right subdural hematoma requiring
two months of hospitalization for medical
treatment. She made a remarkable recovery, but lost one year of school.
The plaintiff contended that the tractor driver should be responsible for over
90 percent of the liability.
The case settled at a mediation in
November with mediator Craig Needham.
Most of the settlement was used to purchase an annuity that will provide a lifetime payout of $4,021,837 to the plaintiff.

Got News?
If you have some member news that
you’d like to share, please email it to:
Pat Parson
triallawyersacc@aol.com
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VERDICT
Breach of Contract
Allmed Systems, Inc., dba LISA laser USA
and LISA laser products OHG v. Health
tronics, Inc. – Alameda Superior Court
Verdcit: $9,263,345
Attorneys: Plaintiff: J. Gary Gwilliam and
Jayme L. Burns, Gwilliam, Ivary, Chiosso,
Cavalli & Brewer; and Richard E. Korb,
Korb Law Offices. Defendant: Breck
Harrison and Aldean Kainz, Jackson
Walker, LLP; and Bob Phelps, Glynn &
Finley, LLP.
The plaintiff in this case — a small corporation and distributor of medical
products — sued a multi-national corporation. The defendant corporation had
an exclusive distribution arrangement to
market plaintiff’s surgical lasers. The
plaintiff contended that rather than using
its best efforts to market the laser to the
entire medical community, the defendant
corporation tried to maximize its own
profits by entering into partnerships
directly with urologists and others in the
medical community. The jury found that
the defendant breached the contract with
the plaintiff and made intentional and
negligent misrepresentations to the
plaintiff. The jury awarded $7,647,345
for the breach of contract, and $9,263,350
for intentional misrepresentation. The
plaintiffs have a right to attorney fees
under the contract and contend that they
have a right to pre-judgment interest for
the last three years. The plaintiffs estimate
the final judgment will be well in excess
of $10 million.
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UNSAFE WORK PLACE
Smesrud v. Union Pacific
Verdict: $1,396,841
Attorneys: Anthony S. Petru and Ryan J.
Otis of Hildebrand McLeod & Nelson LLP
Mr. Douglas Smesrud was injured while
working as a trainman on a local freight
job on a very dark night along the San
Pablo Bay (part of San Francisco Bay). As
he was walking alongside his train, he
bumped into a rusty piece of rebar that
punctured his knee, causing his leg to
twist and fell to the ground. The next day,
he began experiencing back and leg pain,
which were later diagnosed as symptoms
from two bulging discs. After a 16-month
period of failed conservative treatment,
he had the first of two back surgeries. He
was 40-years old on the date of the accident. He is now much improved but
continues with back pain and the need
for medication, and is unable to return to
his regular work as a trainman.
The evidence established that the rebar
came from hundreds of tons of recycled
construction materials that Union Pacific
Railroad Company’s predecessor, the
Southern Pacific Railroad, used to reinforce
the railroad’s tracks. Both Southern Pacific
and Union Pacific managers failed to
anticipate the danger the construction
materials posed to their train crews, who
used the walkways at night. After the
accident, it took Union Pacific Maintenance of Way crews nearly three weeks to
remove rebar from 13 miles of walkways.
The trial took a total of 10 days. After 2
days of jury deliberations, the jury returned
a verdict in favor of Mr. Smesrud. u

OFFICE SPACES FOR RENT
Lafayette private office suite available!
Creekside setting. Located in large
law office complex. Suite is 2 large
offices, storage room, separate bath
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Single Law Offices, starting at $850/
month. Golden Gate Legal Center.
Complete with law library, all
machines, etc., reception, conference
rooms, free parking, over 15 attorneys for referrals, creekside location,
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Please call Janelle at (925) 283-6816
for more details or to view.
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